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You don’t give me to touch being away
Why do you hide yourself in this cruel way
Though you don’t say me, but your eye..
And your heart is mourned with a silent cry
My ears up to hear your feelings
The soul wants to break the silence
The Spirit knows the happiness of the soul
The Sense is looking forward to it’s goal
The waves of organs make a romantic scene
Hide with cloths what the restless eye mean
Find the breath as a sign of the Howah Mother
Adam came down to unleash the mighty power
In the left Radha than Radhaballabha laugh there
With a passion Shuk and Shari love one another
Why do you disguise yourself  making mystery
Come out in light with true being yourself free
Look at me with brave without any shame
Whom do you love, please speak out the name
If you tell me the name I will try to gain
Send him to you if it removes your pain
Please smile as a second lunar moon in the space
I come again and again to see your smiling face
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Look At Me Straight

Why do you feeling so shy
Look at me straight,
If anything good there's why
You are afraid.
Do you love me?
I am also looking beloved
Look at me please.

I am sure within you
Thirst for the love,
There's a shy in those eye
Telling the above.
Do you call me?
I will also call you beloved
Look at me please.

I do belief in your lip
Has a good demand,
My mind knows no more force
Always I want.
Do you feel me?
I will also feel you beloved
Look at me please.
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Pushy Cat

Pushy cat is my pet
With whom I play,
Without any forbidden
All night and day.

Sitting on my lap
Pushy cat watch,
Television transmitted
Cartoon and others.
When I put my hand
Upon it's head,
Pushy also heartily kiss
Taking of that.

When the seniors
Want to change that,
Both of us feel very hurt
For the cruel act.
I stay in silent
But the Pushy cat-
Shouting Mew Mew
Not to do that.
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Blessings

You've born with a new name
With a modern art you came
You've brought a news and flame
Of a new age;

All the stars in the sky
The earth, the sun chanting why
Poets are busy to write and try
What a renown face!

Make you for everyone
Take heartily the new one
Help the poor and undone
Say the sweet massage.

Stand on the golden peak
Make the world romantic
Oh Queen! be realistic
Gain the best place.
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If Live With Me

If live with me in danger
I feel very comfort,
In my eyes a dream there
Give me a great support.

Hug me please with the arm,
I will give you romance and warm;
Don't worry for anything
Give frustration out.

Until I lie in the earth,
My belief's not need any worth;
Within you my beloved
Find every effort.
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